Mobile robots combined with visual feedback have been an indispensable role of the society, including in industry and in service, which have attracted extensive researchers over the past years. In this paper, we provide an overview of the visual servoing for nonholonomic mobile robots and introduce two feasible system modeling methods in perspective of active disturbance rejection control (ADRC). Firstly, the visual servoing systems of mobile robots are classified into independent type and coupling type based on the robot and camera configuration. Then three mainstream strategies are discussed according to the different requirements for camera calibration, and the efficiency of which are presented from existing works. In order to cope with the uncalibrated visual servoing of nonholonomic mobile robots, we give two feasible attempts to convert the robot system model into the canonical integrator chain of the ADRC by using the input-state scaling technique and flat output. Finally, future work is outlined accompanied with the challenges.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robot has changed people's life. More and more laborintensive jobs can be accomplished by robots such as automatic logistics [1] , automatic sweeping [2] and so on. Among them, the wheeled mobile robot is the most promising one for its simple mechanical structure and prominent autonomous motion capabilities. This type of robotic system is a typical nonholonomic system where the constraints imposed on the motion are not integrable. Research on control of nonholonomic systems was initiated in 1990s [3] , where most studies focus on a canonical chained form system defined in [4] . Then Jiang [5] proposed a perturbed chained form system with nonlinear uncertainties, which draws attention to the study of robustness and disturbance rejection for nonholonomic systems [6] , [7] . Besides the theoretical research on nonholonomic systems, enormous researches have investigated the set-point stabilization task [8] , [9] and the trajectory tracking task [10] , [11] of nonholonomic mobile robots.
In addition to precise control, a good sense of the environment is needed to cope with increasingly complex tasks. Vision as one of the most important senses of human beings, is naturally introduced into robots via visual sensors, which is used to measure the environment reliably without The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Liang Ding. physical contact. Hence, the mobile robot combined with vision has been a research hotspot.
Vision based control is also called visual servoing [12] , which consists of image processing, system modeling and visual feedback controlling. Image processing includes feature selection and extraction. The common visual features involve points, lines, nonmetric information et al. [13] - [15] . A detailed review of the image features is given in [16] . Features can be selected based on the visibility, avoiding singularity and decoupling. In [17] , Ma and Su evaluated the performance of the visual servoing task based on the selected complete feature sets, which provides theoretical basis for feature selection. Then system modeling depends on the extracted features, camera configuration and camera calibration. Typically, visual servoing system has two types of camera configurations: independent type and coupling type. The independent type means the camera is fixed in workspace in spite of the robot position which can directly observe the motion of the robot, and the coupling type means the camera is installed on the robot and moves along with the robot. The details are summarized in Section II. The precision of camera calibration determines that of the system modeling, which will ultimately affect the visual servoing precision. Therefore, the calibration-free robotic visual servoing is proposed, which is to control the robot to accomplish a specific task, using visual features extracted from the images without any knowledge or with partially known information of camera model or camera-to-robot model. However, most existing works on the calibration-free robotic visual servoing are about robot manipulators [18] - [20] , which are not suitable for mobile robots because of the nonholonomic constraints, according to the Brockett's necessary condition [21] . Depending on the requirement of full calibration or partial calibration of both camera intrinsic and extrinsic parameters, several mainstream visual feedback control strategies are discussed in Section III.
For visual servoing of nonholonomic mobile robots, several issues should be overcome: the nonholonomic constraints, unknown depth information, unknown or partially known camera model and camera-to-robot model and disturbance from the environment. Apart from the nonholonomic constraints of the mobile robot, other issues can be viewed as uncertainties of the vision-based robotic system. Therefore, a subsequent consideration is that if we can deal with these two problems separately. Active disturbance rejection control (ADRC) is just the methodology that proposed based on a two-degrees-of-freedom control structure with two fundamental breakthroughs [22] : 1)defines an extended state to estimate the system uncertainties namely total disturbance including the uncertain model and external unknown disturbance; and 2) compensates an uncertain system model to a canonical form that independent of a specific system model. The foundation of ADRC offers a novel perspective to tackle the problems in the visual servoing of nonholonomic mobile robots, which is to separately handle the nonholonomic constraints and the uncertainties in different control loops. The first step is to convert the robotic system into a canonical form in the inner control loop. There are two technologies to realize the transformation which are proposed in Section IV. Thereafter, we provide a framework of the visual servoing for nonholonomic mobile robots (as shown in Feature 1) which is also the frame diagram of this paper.
II. ROBOT AND CAMERA CONFIGURATION
Compared with the traditional camera configuration type namely 'eye-to-hand' and 'eye-in-hand', we provide a new description of the classification based on the influence of robot and camera configuration on system modeling. One of them is that the camera is fixed in the workspace and independent of the robot position namely independent type. It is easy to detect the position and orientation of the mobile robot. However, the limited detection area in the motion space makes this type being available indoor. The other one is that the mobile robot equipped with an on-board camera namely coupling type, which is flexible to complete versatile tasks. In general, the system modeling of the coupling type is more involved than the independent type. According to the different robot and camera configurations, different dominant features could be selected to simplify the system modeling.
A. INDEPENDENT TYPE
The camera is fixed with respect to the world frame as shown in Feature 2. The advantage of this system lies in that the Cartesian position of the mobile robot can be confirmed by the camera without requiring numerical calculations. O i ∈ R 2×1 is the position of the mobile robot in image plane
where O ∈ R 3×1 denotes the position of the mobile robot in the world frame and Z oc ∈ R denotes the depth of the mobile robot in the camera frame. K ∈ R 3×3 is the camera intrinsic VOLUME 7, 2019 parameter matrix. R c ∈ R 3×3 , t c ∈ R 3×3 are the respective rotational matrix and translational vector of the camera frame with respect to the world frame. Dixon et al. [23] as a pioneer investigated the position and orientation tracking control based on the uncalibrated visual servoing. An adaptive dynamic controller was designed to compensate for the unknown camera parameters and the parametric uncertainties in the mechanical dynamics. A parallelism condition that the image plane is parallel to the motion plane of the mobile robot is presupposed, which degenerates the perspective projection into an affine transformation
where a 1 , a 2 ∈ R are scaling parameters associated with the constant depth and focal length. R(θ 0 ) ∈ R 2×2 is the rotational matrix about the image plane with respect to the motion plane. (C x , C y ) T ∈ R 2×1 is the original point of the image plane. And if an additional characteristic is attached on the mobile robot, the orientation θ of the mobile robot also can be determined according to θ i which is measured in the image plane. This assumption has been given in a number of published literature in order to simplify the control problem. Li et al. [24] proposed a robust controller of the nonholonomic kinematics system based on the Barbalat theorem and the two-steps technique, with unknown constant depth and imprecise camera parameters. Yang et al. [25] designed a torque tracking controller combined with an adaptive estimator which is used to compensate for the uncertain dynamic system. According to the Brockett's necessary condition, a time-invariant continuous state feedback could realize the tracking control, but fails to deal with the set-point stabilization of the nonholonomic mobile robot. Wang et al. [26] and Wang [27] utilized a two-phases technique to design the angular velocity and linear velocity step by step based on the same kinematics model as that in [24] .
Removed the parallelism assumption, Kelly et al. [28] exploited the velocity field-based approach instead of a specific desired trajectory to fulfill the tracking control with a partially calibrated camera. Specifically, the image features are impelled to travel along the flow lines generated by the velocity field. Liang et al. [29] applied a depth-independent image Jacobian matrix to develop the kinematics system model. An additional angle sensor is needed as the θ can not be directly measured any more for the lack of the parallelism condition. The unknown depth information and camera parameters are compensated for by the adaptive law online. The position regulation of the mobile robot was settled with a similar kinematics model in [30] . The differences are those the orientation of the mobile robot is unnecessary and no extra processing of the unknown camera parameters is required.
B. COUPLING TYPE
The coupled robot and camera configuration is shown in Feature 3. The mobile robot itself can not be directly observed so that some visual landmarks should be used as the reference to control the robot. a, b ∈ R denote the constant translational parameters and φ ∈ R denotes the rotational parameter of the camera with respect to the mobile robot. φ is a constant in a fixed on-board camera configuration and is a controlled variable in a pan-tilt camera configuration. If all the camera extrinsic parameters equal to zero, it means the camera frame is consistent with the robot frame. We call this case a tight coupled robot and camera configuration, otherwise, it is a loose coupled configuration.
This succinct mobile robot system could accomplish various tasks, for instance navigation and path following, interception and obstacles avoidance. Ma et al. [31] studied the navigation task by controlling image curve dynamics in the image plane to realize tracking ground curves. Then stabilizing controllers are designed for tracking piecewise analytic curves. De Luca et al. [32] utilized two different image features those are points and image moments to stabilize the mobile robot based on the online observation of the feature depth as well as the focal length. Cherubini [33] investigated the path following and path reaching problems. Two typical visual servoing methods namely image-based and position-based methods are compared theoretically and experimentally. One superiority of the proposed scheme is that both methods require only a small number of features. Freda and Oriolo [34] addressed the vision-based interception problem of a moving target, which is famous for the autonomous soccer robot. A pan-tilt camera is controlled to focus on the moving target and to help calculating the relative position of the target, which is used to accomplish the interception task. Salaris et al. [35] put forward a task that steering a nonholonomic mobile robot through the middle of a door using the visual information that measured by a calibrated on-board camera. The intrinsic geometry emerging around the door is used to design the feedback controller. The studies listed are task-oriented. As the multitudinous tasks in different forms, the system modeling methods are different. 
III. MAINSTREAM CONTROL STRATEGIES
The fundamental research of the visual servoing for nonholonomic mobile robots focus on the tracking control and set-point stabilization control. The main problems lie in the nonholonomic constraints, and the model uncertainties arising from the uncertain camera parameters and the lack of depth information. To cope with the nonholonomic constraints, the stabilization approaches can be open-loop periodic steering control that is smooth or continuous time-varying feedback control [4] , [36] , [37] , and discontinuous feedback control [38] , [39] . Then according to the different modeling methods, three mainstream visual servoing control strategies of the nonholonomic mobile robot are listed.
A. HYBRID VISUAL SERVOING BASED ON HOMOGRAPHY
The hybrid visual servoing, also called 2-1/2-D visual servoing, was initially proposed by Malis et al. [40] to overcome the respective drawbacks of classical position-based and image-based visual servoing. The position and orientation of the camera are considered in respective 2D and 3D space to design the control laws. The relation between two different views can be described by a projective homography G which can be induced by coplanar points [41] , lines [42] and Vanishing Points [43] . If the camera intrinsic matrix K is known, the Euclidean homography H is calculated
In order to obtain the scaled Euclidean position and the rotation of the camera (shown in Feature 4), H can be decomposed as
as shown in [41] , [44] . Specially, Zhang et al. [45] proposed a fast homography decomposition technique under the motion constraints of the plane. Then the uncertain scale parameter associate with the unknown depth is compensated for by an adaptive law. Based on the aforementioned methodology, Fang et al. [46] exploited the hybrid visual servoing on the set-point stabilization control of the nonholonomic mobile robot for the first time. And a time-vary controller is designed to settle the nonholonomic constraints. Subsequently, the research group of Fang concentrates on studying the regulation problems for the coupled robot and camera configuration. The active visual servoing with a pan-tilt camera based on the three-steps switching control scheme is investigated in [47] . A polar coordinated based strategy is applied to realize the stabilization for any initial poses, which is verified through a series of experiments [48] . A time-varying continuous control is used for unified regulation and tracking visual servoing based on a chained form system in [49] . The uncalibrated camera extrinsic parameters were considered in [50] , [51] where several adaptive updating laws are designed based on the Lyapunov theory. A pseudo-dynamic visual servoing using the backstepping technique that designed the control input in the acceleration level [52] . In addition, there are some works from others. Chen et al. [53] first published a work about the tracking control of the nonholonomic mobile robot based on the hybrid visual servoing. The tracking control of the mobile robot with the uncalibrated camera extrinsic parameters is studied in [54] . The key of the hybrid visual servoing is the computation and decomposition of the homography matrix, which requires a well calibration of the camera intrinsic parameters.
B. MULTI-VIEW GEOMETRY CONSTRAINTS BASED VISUAL SERVOING
The geometric constraints between multiple view images represent the relationships between the corresponding camera frames. Therefore, this approach is always used in the coupled robot and camera configuration. For mobile robot, an extra motion constraint of the plane simplifies the geometrical relationship between the robot frames such that it is easy to apply the geometry constraints based control methods. The commonly used multi-view geometry including epipolar geometry, homography and trifocal tensor [55] .
The epipolar geometry is the intrinsic projective geometry between two views, which can be algebraically expressed by a fundamental matrix F or an essential matrix E. These two matrices are defined as
and
where [e] × is the skew symmetric matrix associated with an epipole; H 2D is a 2D homography between the two views. K , t, R are defined in the previous subsections. The coordinates of the epipoles can be directly used to build the visual servoing kinematics of the mobile robot. Mariottini et al. [56] first applied the planar geometry to build the epipole kinematics with the unknown focal length. Since the epipoles can not distinguish the translation motion along the baseline, a twosteps control strategy is designed. The first step is to converge the lateral error by zeroing the epipole coordinates with an input-output feedback linearizing controller, then regulate the mobile robot along the baseline to the desired pose with a feature-based controller. López-Nicolás et al. [57] studied on a teach-by-showing based visual servoing method that is predefining a smooth reference function as the desired trajectory of the epipoles on the image plane. Then the degeneration of the epipolar geometry with the short baseline is avoided. This problem can also be addressed with multiple essential matrices in [58] .
In addition, the epipolar geometry suffers from planar scenes which can be settled with a projective homography. This method is different from the hybrid visual servoing which need a well calibration of the camera intrinsic matrix. Furthermore, the complex computation and decomposition are not needed for the projective homography based visual servoing method. The entries of the projective homography matrix which describe the geometry between the two relative camera frames are directly used to rebuild the kinematics model. López-Nicolás et al. [59] proposed a piecewise control strategy to drive the mobile robot tracking the predefined paths with field-of-view constraints, therein the paths are given as the optimal paths which is analyzed in [60] . The regulation control without planning the desired trajectory is settled in [61] , [62] and the tracking control is investigated in [63] .
Trifocal tensor is the algebraic representation of the intrinsic projective geometry between three views. It is not limited by the scenes because it has rich information from three views, which can avoid the drawbacks of epipolar geometry and homography. Becerra and Sagüés [64] used the 1D trifocal tensor to regulate the mobile robot. And the path following problem is solved by using 1D trifocal tensor [65] . In [66] , the regulation control of mobile robot based on the system model which is built with the elements of a 2D trifocal tensor, is studied with a similar control method as that in [57] . A similar work was given in [67] . Chen et al. [68] used a key frame strategy based on the orientation and scaled position information extracted from the trifocal tensor to accomplish the visual tracking control.
The geometric constraints describes the geometry between the camera frames. In order to directly control the camera, a tight coupling type is the pre-condition in the aforementioned studies. The camera calibration of intrinsic parameters is unnecessary in the geometric constraints based visual servoing.
C. DEPTH INDEPENDENT JACOBIAN MATRIX BASED VISUAL SERVOING
The first work on the depth-independent Jacobian matrix is due to Liu et al. [69] , which aims at the uncalibrated visual servoing problem of the robot manipulator with an independent camera configuration. The unknown depth information is extracted from the image Jacobian matrix to obtain the depth-independent Jacobian matrix. The unknown camera parameters can be linearly isolated from the depth-independent Jacobian matrix with a known regressor matrix. Then the unknown vector consist of the camera parameters is easy to be estimated via an adaptive algorithm.
The effective method is also introduced for the mobile robot. Liang et al. [29] , [30] addressed the tracking control and position regulation of the mobile robot with an independent robot and camera configuration. Wang et al. [70] designed a trajectory tracking controller for the mobile robot using the measurable orientation and velocity and the estimated position based on the visual feedback from an on-board camera. Then an improved method estimates both position and velocity based on the visual feedback from an omnidirectional camera [71] . In these works, an additional angular sensor is always required to measure the orientation of the mobile robot, and the camera calibration is known.
IV. A NOVEL PERSPECTIVE
Till now, there is no method to deal with the visual servoing problem of the nonholonomic mobile robot without calibration of both intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters. Visual servoing independent of calibration is more robust and efficient, which has great potential applications. In this section, we think deeply on this problem in a perspective of ADRC. The ADRC was originally proposed by Han [72] , which consists of three parts those are tracking differentiator (TD), extended state observer (ESO) and nonlinear state-error feedback (NLSEF). According to the theoretical analysis of the ADRC in [22] , a canonical model of the robot system in the form of cascade integrators should be selected at first. However, the input dimension of the visual servoing system of the mobile robot is less than the dimension of outputs. The first step is to transform the visual servoing model into the canonical form.
Without loss of generality, the unique pose of the mobile robot can be determined by two feature points as long as they lying neither on the same vertical line of the motion plane nor on the horizontal plane containing the optical axis [73] . As explained and proved in [4] , [74] , [75] , a nonholonomic system with two inputs always can be converted into two-chained form via coordinates and state-feedback transformation if the number of the system state is less than or equal to four. Thus, there must be a set of features satisfy the transformation condition. Since various uncertainties exist in the visual servoing system of the mobile robot, we focus on a finite-dimensional nonholonomic system in perturbed chained form as following
where x 0 ∈ R, x = (x 1 , ..., x n−1 ) T ∈ R n−1 are the system states; u 0 , u ∈ R are control inputs; y = (x 0 , x 1 ) T is the system output; d i (t), i = 0, ..., n − 1 are unknown bounded functions;
∈ R m is a vector of the unknown constant parameters, φ i (·), i = 0, ..., n − 1 are the uncertainties driven by inputs, states and unknown parameters. Based on the system (7), we give two feasible attempts to convert it into a canonical form of the ADRC framework.
A. AN ADRC PERSPECTIVE USING AN INPUT-STATE SCALING TECHNOLOGY
The input-state scaling technology is introduced by Do and Pan [76] which is similar to the σ process [77] that transforms the given smooth nonholonomic system into a discontinuous system. This transformation prevents the x-system from becoming uncontrollable when u 0 converges to zero as t → ∞ in x 0 -subsystem. Then a discontinuous transformation is defined as
where d = n−1 j=1 d j is also bounded. (9) can be written as
with the corresponding matrices being
,
According to the Proposition 1 proposed in [78] , the multiple disturbance f is unobservable. If the relative degree of u tõ y is n − 1, we define the outputỹ and its up to (n − 2)-th derivatives as
Then there exits a mapping z = g(z, t) that transforms (9) into the normal integrator chain form
And the total disturbance is defines as
which is observable and satisfies the matching condition. Then two normal ESOs can be designed for the x 0 -subsystem in (7) and the canonical integrator chain (11), respectively.
B. AN ADRC PERSPECTIVE BASED ON THE FLAT OUTPUT
'Differential Flatness' introduced by Fliess et al. [79] is derived from Differential Algebra, which is an important property related to the controllability and the ability of feedback linearization of nonlinear systems. Definition 1: [79] A nonlinear systeṁ
is said to be differentially flat if there exists a set of endogenous variables z = φ(x, u,u, ..., u (i) ) ∈ R m called flat outputs, equal in number to the number of inputs. Then the state and input variables can be directly expressed, without integrating any differential equation, in terms of the flat outputs and a finite number of their derivatives x = ϕ(z,ż, ..., z (α) ), u = ψ(z,ż, ..., z (β) ). (13) The intrinsic characterizations of the nonholonomic system lie in the dimension of system inputs is less than that of system outputs, it cannot be feedback linearized around an equilibrium point and cannot be stabilized by a smooth time-invariant state feedback. Sira-Ramírez et al. [80] confirmed that a large class of nonholonomic systems especially a various kinds of mobile robots are differentially flat systems.
According to the definition of the flat nonlinear system, there exists a set of flat outputs in the same dimension as the inputs, which can convert the nonholonomic mobile robot system into a linear controllable system in Brunovsky canonical form (i.e. canonical chained form). Martin and Rouchon [81] proved that any controllable nonholonomic system with m inputs and m + 2 states is flat and can be converted into multi-input chained form by dynamic feedback and coordinate change. Li and Respondek [82] gave a theoretical study on the flat output of the two-input driftless system. These studies offer a theoretical foundation for the visual servoing system of the nonholonomic mobile robot with two inputs and four states transforming into a canonical chained form.
On the other hand, the states and inputs can be parameterized by the flat outputs and their derivatives in the flat nonholonomic system. This property offers an effective solution for the motion planning and tracking control problem since the trajectories of the states and inputs can be easily deduced from the flat output trajectories. It is easy to design a desired trajectory in the flat output space online and off-line. Thus the set-point stabilization and trajectory tracking of the flat nonholonomic system can be solved in the same formalism. A point-to-point reference trajectory is generated off-line with the initial and final conditions of the flat output to realize the stabilization of the mobile robot [83] . In [10] , [84] , the tracking problem of nonoholonomic mobile robots is solved based on the differential flatness properties.
Next we shall detail the application of the flatness in the perturbed chained nonholonomic system (7) . The output y = (x 0 , x 1 ) T is chosen as the flat output. We have
x n−1 =ẋ n−2 − φ n−2 d n−2 u 0 = ϕ n−1 (y,ẏ, ..., y n−1 ).
Then a linearized system model is calculated as
with
is the virtual control input, (·) is a function about the flat outputs, the uncertain system parameters and a finite number of respective derivatives. The two-inputs and two-outputs system (15) is regarded as a canonical (n − 1)-th chain of integrators, where the total disturbances F involve F 1 , F 2 are observable and satisfy the matching condition.
Note that the flatness based method is sensitive to the noise since the derivatives and especially the high-order derivative of the flat outputs are directly utilized. A noise-tolerant TD will be introduced into the control loop to improve the performance of the approach. Guo and Zhao [85] proved the convergence of the TD including the high-order TD. In the motion planning problem of the system (15) , it fails to design a reference trajectory off-line due to the uncertainties exist in the system, in spite of the known initial and final conditions. Therefore, the TD is applied to generate a feasible reference trajectory online in flat output space. Xue and Huang [86] provided a ideal trajectory for the canonical chained system. Then the trajectory tracking problem will be addressed in the ADRC framework.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper reviews the studies on the visual servoing of nonholonomic mobile robots, focusing on two types of robot and camera configurations namely independent and coupling type, three well-represented control strategies. The independent type is always used indoor on account of its global detection of the robot states. The coupling type is used for various tasks on account of its flexibility. Then three visual feedback control strategies with different camera information, i.e. the camera intrinsic parameters are calibrated or not, the camera extrinsic parameters are considered or not, are discussed. The state of art work cannot solve the visual servoing of nonholonomic mobile robots with both uncalibrated camera intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. Thereafter, we develop the system model in a new ADRC perspective. The most important step is to formulate the control problem in a canonical form of ADRC. The robotic system is transformed into a canonical form based on the input-state scaling and flat output, respectively. The presented two canonical forms provide a basic paradigm for the research on the nonholonomic system.
Although this novel perspective offers a promising method for the visual servoing of nonholonomic mobile robot. There exists many challenging theoretical problems.
1) How to convert a visual servoing system into a perturbed chained form? Although many exiting works proved this transformation is practicable, most given examples do not take the unknown constant parameters into account or only consider simple model with unknown parameters. In the visual servoing system, there are many unknown constant parameters coupled with the system states and inputs, which increases the difficulty of system transformation. The method provided in [4] by using Lie algebra is a feasible theoretical foundation.
2) How to analyze the stabilities of the two canonical chained systems under the condition of the uncertain control gain/gain matrix? In the canonical chained system, the control gain/gain matrix is uncertain. Range of the uncertainty will seriously affect the stability analysis. An inexact control gain/gain matrix may be used in a practical problem while the theoretical analysis of which is up to now widely open. 3) How to generate a reasonable reference trajectory by the TD in the flat output space? The flat outputs are defined based on the transformed chained system which are not the measurable physical variables. Thus, not only the initial and final conditions, but also the boundary conditions should be considered to ensure the image features keeping in the field of view when we design the reference trajectory. However, it is not easy to express the boundary conditions in the flat output space. 
